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We can make lots of molecules pretty cold
N ≈ 1014 at a time
T ≈ 5 K
“Any molecule”

Is this good for anything?

-BSM physics?
-Dark matter?
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Number of available states for 1,2-propanediol

if cooling atoms is a good idea
..cooling molecules is a GREAT idea

Figure 3: Simulation
854 MHz; this
stronger lines
actual frequencie
chirality depende



Our favorite (but unusual) source of cold molecules:

DeLucia,  1989
Doyle,  1995
Egerov,   2006
Campbell,  2008

~4K closed 
cycle fridge
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double resonant suggestion. In this case the RF applied is a rather aggressive
ecause it is J = 0=¿ 1, which makes it numerically easier to simulate;

A: The applied fields. All fields shown are mixed down for viewing;
Y axis is in absolute V/cm; all fields are modest. B: The induced,

radiates at 11363 MHz. C,D: Applied fields and induced signal for a 1-d
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Our favorite (but unusual) source of cold molecules:

~4K closed 
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How to identify a polar molecule 

1: Stop its thermal rotation [cool it down]

2: Kick it so it rotates 

3: Record the resulting electric �eld



R 1,2-propanediol

A

B

C

μA μB

μC

The Hamiltonian of an asymmetric top molecule in an external electric �eld is enantiomer dependant. A microwave’s view of a polar molecule





Our high repetition rate (~50 kHz) and 
cryogenic noise temperature give us un-
precedented sensitivity

frequency, MHz
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

0

18O13C34S at 22179.455 MHz
one hour integration

Expected peak at 22179.455
Unknown peaks, 22181.50
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The goal: determine the chemical structures in an 
unlabeled mixture

80%

15%

  5%

We want to do this by measuring the x,y, and z position 
of each atom* in each molecule



Figure 3.
coherence and coherence transfer pulses are shown as the pulse

The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters

What does a spectrum actually tell us?

One isotopologue: 
    An unmistakable fingerprint, and internal motions

Each additional isotopologue:
     the x,y,z location of that 13C, 18O, 15N etc

This information is closer to x-ray 
diffraction than NMR: 
If the 13C spectrum can be seen, 
the position of every carbon in the 
molecule can be calculated

      solketal 
(2,2-dimethyl-1,3-dioxolan-4-yl-methanol)

From Molecular Structure and Chirality Detection by Fourier Transform Microwave Spectroscopy
S. Lobsiger, C. Perez, L. Evangelisti, K. Lehmann, Brooks H. Pate Physical Chemistry 2014



Molecular rotational signals for the chiral signal and the
coherence and coherence transfer pulses are shown as the pulse

Letter

A

B

C

The natural abundance 13C spectrum actually gives us |x|,|y|,|z| .. which 
is a good start but not enought go from a spectrum to a structure

8 possible positions for each carbon

812 “possible” structures
-but double substitutions would resolve them



By looking at correlations in conformers and double substitutions, 
we have resolved our �rst structures with no prior knowledge

12 13 14 15 16 17 18
GHz

Substance X
Substance X + D2O

15.1 15.3GHz

-Didn’t tell it chemical composition
-No knowledge of physical chemistry (length of a C-C bond, etc)
-Haven’t yet done a true ‘blind’ test - we knew what was in the bottle, even if the 
computer didn’t

Actual structureWhat we calculated



We’re getting there!







The basic idea:

Find two spectral lines which the standard model says are 
equal

Compare them with phenomenal accuracy
number of particles

interaction time

∆E =
1

hτ
√
N

1

Can we use spectroscopy to search for BSM 
physics?
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In cell:
N = 1014

T = 10-5 s

In beam:
N = 108

T = 10-2 s

+

-+

-

In trap:
N = 103

T = 1 s

population di�erence into coherence, creating a superposition
state with the form

|Ψ⟩ =
Θ

| ⟩− ℏ⎛
⎜

⎞
⎟cos e 1E tRabi i (1 ) /

of solketal in the 2−8 GHz frequency region. The blue trace is the
experimental spectrum, while the red one is a 1.5 K (rotational
temperature) simulation. The spectrum is the Fourier transform of
400000 FIDs, co-added in the time domain. The three-wave mixing
scheme is shown in the middle. The broad-band signal measured by
the high-speed digitizer is diplayed at the bottom. It shows the two
excitation pulses (blue and red) and the enantiomer-dependent
molecular FID (green) corresponding to (S)-solketal. The excitation
pulses and molecular FID are digitized using di�erent gain levels to
place them on the same scale. The modulations of the FID envelope
are caused by“beating” with other signals in the full bandwidth of the
digitizer, and these mainly come from spurious signals within the
digital oscilloscope. A comparison of experimental atom positions with
the theoretical structure obtained from calculations at the M06-2X/6-
311++G(d,p) level is shown on the middle-right. In this image, the
smaller solid spheres represent the experimental atom positions
obtained from analysis of the rotational spectra of the solketal
isotopologues.

pulse at 1839 MHz is kept constant at the approximate
condition.

Figure 4.
The black trace is the signal when the transition is directly excited/
detected. Red and blue traces are the chiral signals using the three-



CP Violating Observables
New CPV physics creates 

CPV observables at low 
energies
 (Also high energies)

Classic example: 
permanent electric 
dipole moments (EDMs)
 The existence of EDMs 

requires CPV

1

𝜒

CPV

Nick Hutzler (Caltech) is  driving this �eld in the 
“new molecule” direction
    

pulse at 1839 MHz is kept constant at the approximateπ pulse

Filtered molecular FIDs obtained at 4604 MHz are shown.
The black trace is the signal when the transition is directly excited/
detected. Red and blue traces are the chiral signals using the three-
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Anticipated resolution (rotational or vibrational transitions

~100 Hz for polar ions
~< 1 Hz for non-polar ions

Molecules have lots of sleeves..
    ..and lots of tricks up their sleeves

Methanol - mp/me

laser-cooling properties or sensitivity
These structures are generic, and can be
these advantages with any atom that is
physics.

consider consist of an alkaline earth (or
ommonovalently and ionically bonded
roup. However, the ideas discussed are
to other polyatomic species. We show
have the signi nt additional advan-
oolable, as was recently demonstrated
molecule SrOH[16] and proposed for a
cies[15,17,18]. The essential property is

electrons being removed from the bonding
ybridization[19], resulting in highly
don factors (FCFs). This property is not
on the type o unctional group bound

FIG. 1. Angular momentum in the

(2017) P H Y S I C A L R E V I EW L E T T E R S

v = 1 YbOH - eEDM



ΔE≈300 Hz

ΔνVIB≈30 Hz
ΔνROT≈.01 Hz

zed stretched

Chirality gives us other ‘nearly symmetric’ states - are 
there remotely plausible BSM models that predict shifts?

“kinetically” chiral molecules?
(please somebody give me a reason to purify this!)
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Can we use cold molecules for direct detection 
dark matter searches?
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with the Rabiflip angle defined as

ω
μΘ = = ⟨ ⟩
ℏ

t
E
tRabi Rabi pulse pulse (2)

whereE is the electricfield strength of the resonant microwave
pulse,�μ� is the transition dipole matrix element between the
initial and intermediate states, andtpulse is the length of the
excitation pulse. In this way, the superposition state coe�cients
contain the signed dipole moment information. The optimal
coherence is created for a Rabiflip angle ofπ/2. Note that for
rotational spectroscopy, the transition moments for the
di�erent projections of the angular momentum on the space-
fixedx-axis depend on the projection quantum number,MJ.

18

Therefore, an exact
rotational levels, and the
pulse duration for maximum coherence. The second resonant
fi
creating a coherence between states
some of the existing coherence between states
into a coherence between states
is optimized when the Rabi
excitation is equal to

filtering of the signal measured with the high-speed digitizer removes
the beating e
signals, as mentioned in the caption for Figure 2

198

    
And now for some wild speculation..
    

I googled “what would happen if..” and got an amazing number of 
apocalyptic astronomical responses.  This image came from “Business Insider” 
magazine, in an article exploring “what would happen if Earth stopped rotating?”



Can we use astrochemical molecules for direct 
detection dark matter searches?

Therefore, an exact“π/2 pulse” cannot be achieved for all
rotational levels, and theπ/2 pulse terminology denotes the
pulse duration for maximum coherence. The second resonant
eld with Z polarization (b-type transition), in additional to
creating a coherence between states|211� and |202�, transfers
some of the existing coherence between states|101� and |211�
into a coherence between states|101� and|202�. This coherence
is optimized when the Rabiflip angle for the second step of
excitation is equal toπ, with a durationτCT in this case. Again,

ltering of the signal measured with the high-speed digitizer removes
ects in the FID envelope that are caused by spurious

signals, as mentioned in the caption for Figure 2

DOI: 10.1021/jz502312t
J. Phys. Chem. Lett.2015, 6, 196−200



A coherent DM “wind” looks a lot like Lorentz 
variance - can we see a spectral “preferred” velocity?
    



What are the selection rules for DM+molecule 
collisions?    

Natural (radiative) lifetime is “Aeons” - at least 
160,000 years 





What does a spectrum actually tell us?

One isotopologue: 
    An unmistakable fingerprint, and internal motions

Each additional isotopologue:
     the x,y,z location of that 13C, 18O, 15N etc

This information is closer to x-ray 
diffraction than NMR: 
If the 13C spectrum can be seen, 
the position of every carbon in the 
molecule can be calculated

      solketal 
(2,2-dimethyl-1,3-dioxolan-4-yl-methanol)

From Molecular Structure and Chirality Detection by Fourier Transform Microwave Spectroscopy
S. Lobsiger, C. Perez, L. Evangelisti, K. Lehmann, Brooks H. Pate Physical Chemistry 2014



R 1,2-propanediol S 1,2-propanediol
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B

C

μA μB

μC
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B

C
μB

μC

μA

Opposite enantiomers have:
The same rotational constants A, B, and C, 
The same magnitude of dipole moment components |μa|, |μb|, and |μc|, 
Opposite sign of the combined quantity μaμbμc (independent of choice of axes)  

The Hamiltonian of an asymmetric top molecule in an external electric �eld is enantiomer dependant. The Hamiltonian of a chiral asymmetric top is enantiomer dependent

∆E =
1

hτ
√
N

1
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Three wave mixing in 1,2-Propanediol

physics sensitivity is now about .0003 in one minute
..cleanliness is an issue

R 1,2-propanediol

S 1,2-propanediol

We can see chirality too:
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This is a purely geometric - not electronic - e�ect;
we can see chirality in subtances that are just chiral by isotope

See talk by Lincoln Satterthwaite, 8 pm tonight!

R Benzyl Alcohol 2-D

S Benzyl Alcohol 2-D



Between 1-D microwave spectroscopy, NMR, and three wave 
mixing, we have a “zero entropy” picture of this molecule
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